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The David Murray Foundation was established by Sir David Murray in 1996 to provide
support for amputees in Scotland. Its work saw the Foundation recognised with the
Queen's Award for Voluntary Service.
In 2017, the Murray family set up a new Foundation in order to help a wider range of
causes:
•

Support for people who have suffered the loss of a limb or part of a limb as the
result of a traumatic incident, including assisting with the provision of volunteers
and counsellors for support.

•

The advancement of health and, in particular, support for cancer charities.

•

Help for those in need due to age, ill-health, disability, financial hardship or other
disadvantage.

•

Other charitable causes as the Trustees think fit.
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All applications for funding are
considered in detail by the trustees
and the Foundation meets its
objectives primarily by awarding
grants to beneficiaries. In addition,
the Foundation provides advice and
support to its beneficiaries through a
network of travelling volunteers.
Unfortunately, this aspect of our work
was suspended during the pandemic.

The Murray Foundation’s principal source of income derives from investments. The
performance of the Foundation’s investments, undertaken by professional investment
managers, is monitored on a regular basis by the trustees.
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Statement from David Murray on behalf of the trustees
The period covered by this report began in August
2019 – a time which feels like it belongs in a different
world, when ‘coronavirus’, ‘lockdown’ and ‘furlough’
were not words in everyday usage.
Since then, the world has changed immeasurably. The
coronavirus pandemic has affected us all in one way or
another. However, there’s no escaping the fact that the
people disadvantaged most by the pandemic are those
who were already facing significant challenges.
The support the Murray Foundation provided during the latter four months of this
reporting period (and into the next one) reflect that – helping our chosen charities to
continue delivering their vital work at such an uncertain and difficult time.
The Murray Foundation continues to target support at causes close to the hearts of the
trustees and in the communities where we live and operate, as that is where we believe
we can best make a difference.
We hope to be able to do so long into the future.
David D. Murray
Trustee
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Review of 2019/2020
Between 1 August 2019 and 31 July 2020, the Murray Foundation distributed £152,187
in donations, the provision of respite accommodation and counselling services to eight
different charities:
University of Strathclyde

£30,000

Cancer Support Scotland

£20,000

Cruse Bereavement Care Scotland

£15,000

Street Soccer Scotland

£15,000

Fresh Start

£15,000

Erskine Hospital

£15,000

Heriot-Watt University

£32,000

Scottish Huntington’s Association

£5,000

University of Strathclyde
The Murray Foundation supported the University of Strathclyde to
purchase a much-needed Zeiss inverted fluorescence microscope,
critical for cell and tissue engineering, as part of the redevelopment
of Strathclyde’s Centre for Biomedical Engineering. The
microscope enables research, including evaluating the safety of
metal-on-metal hip implants, 3D bioprinting of cells, and uncovering
cellular changes that can lead to cardiovascular disease.
In addition, the Murray Foundation supports scholarships in biomedical engineering at
Strathclyde’s Institute of Pharmacy & Biomedical Sciences, enabling bright young Scots
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from disadvantaged backgrounds to start careers in this area and potentially discover
new treatments and technological innovations.

Street Soccer Scotland
Street Soccer Scotland promotes positive change
through football, providing football-themed training and
personal development opportunities for socially
disadvantaged groups across Scotland. The Murray
Foundation provided support to ensure that they could
continue their vital work during lockdown, when
loneliness and isolation were more profound than ever.
“We were pleased to have the support of The Murray Foundation at the beginning of the
pandemic when our players really needed additional support. The generosity of organisations
such as the Murray Foundation is hugely important to organisations like ours and it makes a
difference to the lives of those we exist to support.”
David Duke, Founder & CEO

Looking ahead
Although a number of investment holdings did fall significantly due to the Covid-19
pandemic, these values have since largely recovered and The Murray Foundation’s
strong financial position means we can continue to support a wide range of causes, in line
with our objectives.
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